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HP secure development lifecycle
Starting with HP-UX 11i v3 March 2013 update release, HP secure development lifecycle provides
the ability to authenticate HP-UX software. Software delivered through this release has been digitally
signed using HP's private key. You can now verify the authenticity of the software before installing
the products, delivered through this release.
To verify the software signatures in signed depot, the following products must be installed on your
system:
• B.11.31.1303 or later version of SD (Software Distributor)

• A.01.02.00 or later version of HP-UX Whitelisting (WhiteListInf)

To verify the signatures, run: /usr/sbin/swsign -v –s <depot_path>.
For more information, see Software Distributor documentation at http://www.hp.com/go/sd-docs.

NOTE: Ignite-UX software delivered with HP-UX 11i v3 March 2014 release or later supports
verification of the software signatures in signed depot or media, during cold installation.
For more information, see Ignite-UX documentation at http://www.hp.com/go/ignite-ux-docs.
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1 HP CIFS Client version A.02.02.04 release notes
Overview

CIFS is the native networking protocol on Microsoft Windows operating systems. The HP CIFS
products for HP-UX provide a wide range of integration strategies for HP-UX and Windows.
The HP CIFS Client enables the HP-UX host to mount directories shared by remote CIFS servers
(Windows, HP-UX, and other server platforms on which CIFS has been implemented).
The HP CIFS Server enables the HP-UX host to provide access to its own shared directories by
remote CIFS clients (Windows, HP-UX, and other CIFS clients); it emulates Windows file and print
services.
With these products, in a heterogeneous Windows and HP-UX network, any system can be a client
or server to any other system.
The HP CIFS Client bundle also includes PAM-NTLM, a "pluggable authentication module" that
allows HP-UX logins to be authenticated by a centralized service on a CIFS domain.

NOTE: For the latest information on the HP CIFS Client, see the HP CIFS product documentation
on HP documentation website: http://hp.com/go/hpux-CIFS-docs.
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2 Compatibility and Installation requirements
This section describes the compatibility information and hardware requirements for this release.

Hardware requirements
This version of HP CIFS Client runs on the following hardware:

• HP 9000 computers

• HP Integrity computers

Operating system requirements
You can install HP CIFS Client A.02.02.04 on the following operating systems:

• HP-UX 11i v1 on HP 9000 computers.

• HP-UX 11i v2 on HP 9000 or HP Integrity computer systems.

• HP-UX 11i v3 on HP 9000 or HP Integrity computer systems.

Installation procedure
For more information about installation procedure, see the Chapter titled Installing, Configuring,
and Using the HP CIFS Client in the HP CIFS Client Administrator Guide available at http://hp.com/
go/hpux-CIFS-docs.

Compatibility
For more information about compatibility and the difference between A.01 and A.02 versions and
also, migration process, see the Chapter titled Migrating From HP CIFS Client A.01 to A.02 in the
HP CIFS Client Administrator Guide available at http://hp.com/go/hpux-CIFS-docs.
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3 Problems fixed in version A.02.02.04
The following problems are fixed in HP CIFS Client A.02.02.04.

Table 1 Problems fixed in version A.02.02.04

ResolutionSymptomsCR ID
Sl
no.

This issue is resolved.Critical: NoQXCR10012843431
useStrickUnicode generates Unknown
Error 999/999 - cifsmount fails.

This issue is resolved.Critical: NoQXCR10012724292
CifsClient abort signal 6 in
bitarrSetRange.
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4 Changes and fixes in previous releases
Configuration parameter changes

A new configurations parameter "useStrictUnicode" is now added in the cifsclient.cfg in the current
CIFS Client A.02.02.03 release.
This boolean variable works in conjunction with "useUnicode". useStrictUnicode ensures that
Unicode is strictly used in all communication.
By default it is set to no.

Problems fixed in version A.02.02.03
HP CIFS Client A.02.02.03 is a maintenance release. Users are encouraged to upgrade to this
version, one serious defect has been fixed, and several overall improvements have been made.
HP CIFS Client A.02.02.03 provides the following fixes.

Table 2 Problems fixed in version A.02.02.03

ResolutionSymptomsCR IDSr no

This issue is resolved.Attempting to read an empty file (other
than a pipe or FIFO) that supports

QXCR10010402001

non-blocking reads results in termination
of client connection if O_NDELAY is set.

This issue is resolved.CIFS Client dumps core with SIGABRT
in an indirect AutoFS configuration.

QXCR10011374932

New configuration parameter "useStrictUnicode"
is introduced to resolve this issue.

For a TreeConnect smb request CIFS
Client does not use Unicode strings in

QXCR10011857653

all instances even though the
configuration parameter "useUnicode"
is set, resulting in mount failure.

This issue is resolved.On executing a "find" command on a
Microsoft Windows 2003 DFS share that

QXCR10011062364

in turn hosts multiple DFS shares, CIFS
Client crashes or reports RPC timeout
message in syslog.

This issue is resolved.CIFS Client aborts with a core dump
when accessing a DFS link pointing to
an active MP IP address.

QXCR10012049865

New or changed features in version A.02.02.02
This release contains the following changes:
• Logins to HP-UX systems via secure shell (ssh) now supported by PAM-NTLM

(JAGag18827)
The PAM-NTLM software provided in the CIFS Client bundle has been enhanced to support
HP-UX login requests that use the ssh protocol.

• README file updated
The README file in /opt/cifsclient has been revised, a brief introduction to the product has
replaced outdated text.
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Problems fixed in version A.02.02.02
HP CIFS Client A.02.02.02 is a maintenance release. Users are encouraged to upgrade to this
version, several defects have been fixed, and few changes have been made, as described below.
HP CIFS Client A.02.02.02 provides the following fixes. For detailed information about few
changed features, see “New or Changed Features in version A.02.02.02” section.
• Re-connection to a rebooted Windows 2003 server

If a CIFS server is rebooted while there are active CIFS Client mounts or logins on the server,
after the server has come back up, the CIFS Client automatically and transparently re-establishes
the mounts and logins when a process on the client system initiates an operation on any of
the mounts.
A problem has been fixed in which the re-connection routine to a rebooted Windows 2003
server could fail. The root cause is that Windows 2003, unlike its predecessors, does not shut
down all its networking services simultaneously, the CIFS and NetBIOS services close but
TCP/IP stays up for some period. The CIFS Client has been modified to accommodate this
behavior.

• Resolution of paths on third-party CIFS servers
(JAGag28058)
An interoperability issue, in which paths can not be properly resolved in a third-party CIFS
server's file system, has been fixed. The problem was discovered in an environment in which
a recent version of EMC Corporation's CIFS server used the HP CIFS Client. The root cause
of this problem was inconsistent use of the Distributed File System flag in the SMB header
between the client and server.

• Eliminate a DLKM error message in syslog on HP-UX 11i v2 only
(JAGag19830)
This fix eliminates a problem on HP-UX 11i v2 where, after a system reboots, an error message
related to the CIFS Client Dynamically Loadable Kernel Module (DLKM) is written to
/var/adm/syslog/syslog.log. The message produces only that the CIFS Client's default setting
for DLKM is used. The error message is:
Sep 26 16:22:58 system_name vmunix: NOTICE: mod_fs_reg: Cannot retrieve
configured loading phase from KRS for module: cifs. Setting to load at INIT

• Misleading error if x-bit not set on Samba share
(JAGag24925)
When the HP CIFS Client is used with the HP CIFS Server, or other Samba servers, and the
CIFS UNIX Extensions are in use (which is the default), and if the execute bit is not set for the
UNIX group “others” on a shared directory on the Samba server, then when the CIFS Client
attempts to mount the share, the mount fails. In earlier releases of the CIFS Client, the following,
misleading, error was displayed:
RW: You are not owner of the mount point
This has been changed to the actual error returned by the server:
DOS: Access denied

You can make the share mountable and avoid the error altogether by setting the execute bit
for the UNIX group “others” on the shared directory on the server.

New or changed features in version A.02.02.01
The following enhancements and changes are included in the previous A.02.02.01 release:
New cifslogout -a (all) option
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This option allows users to log out from all current CIFS login sessions. This is particularly useful in
environments which use the CIFS Client's Distributed File System feature (DFS), wherein several
CIFS logins can be created in the background as users traverse a DFS tree.
System administrators who wish to log all users out from all CIFS sessions, without restarting the
CIFS Client, can create a shell script with code such as the following:
#!/usr/bin/sh
for user in $(cifslist -urs " " | awk '{ print $2 }') ; do
su $user -c “cifslogout -a”
done

Make 32-bit errors default
The CIFS Client now negotiates 32-bit error codes with CIFS servers by default, rather than the
older DOS error class, error code model. This enhancement was implemented for improved
compatibility with modern CIFS servers.
Improved Logging
Several logging enhancements have been made in this release. These are mainly intended to help
HP engineers diagnose potential problems customers encounter using this software.
• Process information for caught signals

An enhancement of the CIFS Client signal-handling code allows the daemon, upon receipt of
a signal from another process, to log the name, process id, and user id of that process. This
is a diagnostic feature; under normal conditions, no process should send such signals.

• Client-server connections
The CIFS Client now logs by default (via the log level smbConnect) informational messages
regarding various client-server connections: TCP connections, CIFS logins and logouts, and
CIFS mounts and umounts of remote shares.

• CIFS mount notifications in syslog
The CIFS Client now also writes notifications of CIFS mount and umounts to the HP-UX syslog
(/var/adm/syslog/syslog.log).

• Expanded headers and entries
The headers in the logfiles now contain the CIFS Client version and process id, and the year
has been added to the timestamp for each log entry.

Configuration parameters
The following parameters are no longer configurable starting with this release:
sockMode, sockOwner, sockGroup

These parameters pertain to the UNIX permissions of the socket on which the CIFS Client daemon
listens for requests from CIFS Client commands (mount -F cifs, cifsmount, cifslist,
etc). The default values of these parameters should not been changed, hence their values are no
longer read from the configuration file. The values are sockMode = 0666, sockOwner =
root, sockGroup = root.

Problems fixed in version A.02.02.01
The following fixes are included in the A.02.02.01 release:
• mv(1) across DFS links

This fix removes a limitation of the Distributed File System feature, in which a “permission
denied” error was encountered when a file was moved across a DFS link.

• CIFS Client cores during non-sequential reads if server disconnects
(JAGag05228)
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This problem was discovered through the use of a Veritas backup utility, which performs
non-sequential reads. The underlying problem (which has been fixed) is an unexpected server
disconnect while the CIFS Client does read-aheads on non-sequential reads.

• Multiple sessions for one user in the Samba smbstatus utility
(JAGag02614)
If the CIFS Client is used with a Samba server, and the server is set up to use the “valid user”
feature, and the CIFS Client user is not in the “valid user” list, a large number of duplicate
entries appear in the output of the Samba smbstatus utility on the server. A modification of
the CIFS Client eliminates this problem.

• CIFS server name NULL in syslog errors generated outside of cifsclientd
(JAGaf98069)
This fixes a bug in which CIFS server names were null in HP-UX syslog entries.

• cifsdb returns 0 for requests to delete invalid server
(JAGag05632)
If the server in "cifsdb -d server" is not valid, that is, if the user does not have an entry
in the user database for that server, cifsdb returns 0, which on UNIX usually indicates
success. With this fix, the return value for an invalid server is 1, and the error message “FRW:
Internal error: Referenced object not found” is printed on the console.
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5 Known problems, issues, limitations, and workaround
The following are the known problems and workaround.
For the HP CIFS Client

• CIFS Client user cannot access to a mount point after a server reboot
CIFS Client user cannot access to a mount point after a server reboot, if the HP CIFS Client is
actively accessing the share (read or write or directory, and so on) when the HP-UX system
hosting the HP CIFS Server is rebooted (for example, shutdown -r 0).
HP CIFS Client system will start logging nfs timeout errors when server is not accessible and
when the HP-UX system comes back up, the HP CIFS Client will not reconnect to the share.
The cause for this is as follows:
When HP-UX is shutting down, the HP CIFS Server will be brought down before the tcp or ip
network. Therefore, when the requests are made to the HP CIFS Server ports (445 or 139)
the HP-UX system will reply with [rst, ack] that is, connection refused (no active listener on the
port). HP CIFS Client keeps trying to establish a tcp or ip session until it gets ECONNREFUSED
but, once the system stops responding AT ALL, it exhausts its timeouts and stops trying to
reconnect.
The workaround to prevent this problem is to stop active access to the HP CIFS Client mount
when the HP CIFS Server HP-UX system is being restarted. Then, restart the access, after you
restart the access the reconnection will be automatic.

• Byte range lock is not supported
Byte range locks over a cifs mount are not supported. Calls to lockf(1) and fcntl(1)
over a cifsmount will fail. Support for byte range locks will be added in a future release of
the HP CIFS Client.

• Removing a Directory and its Contents
Removing a directory and its contents in one step using the command, rm -rf<directory>,
may fail on directories located on a cifsmount. If the directory contains ~30 or more files,
only part of the directory contents will be removed and the directory itself will remain since
its contents have not been removed.
A workaround is to remove the directory and its contents in two steps as follows:
1. rm —rf <dir>/*

2. rmdir <dir>

• NetBIOS names with non-alphanumeric characters, in configuration file, must be quoted
In instances where an “individual server” is defined in the CIFS Client configuration file
(/etc/opt/cifsclient/cifsclient.cfg), and the server's NetBIOS name contains a
non-alphanumeric character, unexpected behavior can occur if the name is not enclosed in
quotes. The proper form is shown in this example of a server name that contains a hyphen:
"server-a" = {
parameter = value;
...etc... };

Individual-server definitions allow system administrators to configure non-default values for
particular servers. Examples are given in the discussion of “SMB over TCP” in the Configuration
File chapter of the HP CIFS Client Administrator's Guide, and at the end of the configuration
file itself.

• CIFS Client uses PAM Kerberos authentication to connect to a CIFS server
When Kerberos authentication has been configured and the user has logged into the CIFS
Client HP-UX host with a Ticket-Granting Ticket (TGT) in the system Kerberos credentials cache,
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established with PAM Kerberos, the user can not perform an automatic login (cd, ls, etc)
to access a CIFS mount point directly. Without an explicit login, the user gets the
ACCESS_DENIED error when attempting to access a CIFS client mount point.
This known problem is that PAM Kerberos sets the KRB5CCNAME environment variable to
/tmp/krb5cc_{ppid}_{pid} when initializing the user session. The CIFS Client daemon
has no current provision to get the Kerberos credentials cache path from the KRB5CCNAME
environment variable. The CIFS Client daemon requires that the system Kerberos cache with
a pre-existing TGT to be found in the default file location, /tmp/krb5cc_{uid}.
To automatically login and gain access to the CIFS share from the PAM Kerberos authenticated
session using an existing credential stored in the system Kerberos cache, use the following
workaround:
1. Use a script to link the system Kerberos cache file established by PAM Kerberos to the

default file location, /tmp/krb5cc_{uid}. The following is a sample script:
#!/usr/bin/sh

# If you do not use Kerberos authentication, you do not need to use this script.
# You must call this script as part of your .profile script on all the
# HP-UX systems that use the HP CIFS Client with Kerberos authentication# and KRB5-PAM module.
# You may pass the letter "d" as a parameter to this script to debug the script.
# Link the Kerberos credential cache created by PAM Kerberos to the
# default file path /tmp/krb5cc_{uid} which can be read by the HP CIFS Client.
if [[ $KRB5CCNAME != "" ]] then
echo $KRB5CCNAME | read krb5ccname
if [[ $1 = 'd' ]] then
print "KRB5CCNAME="$KRB5CCNAME
fi
print $KRB5CCNAME | sed -e s'/_/ /' | read p1 p2
print $p2 | sed -e s'/_/ /' | read ppid pid
id | read i1 i2
if [[ $1 = 'd' ]] then
print "ppid & pid = ["$ppid"] ["$pid"]"
fi
print $i1 | sed -e s'/=/ /' | sed -e s'/(/ /' | read u1 uid u3
if [[ $1 = 'd' ]] then
print "uid=["$uid"]"
fi
fname="/tmp/krb5cc_${uid}"
# Remove the cifs client's link file that already exists.
# We must link to the new KRB5CCNAME file.
if [[ -f $fname ]]
then
if [[ $l = 'd' ]]
then
print "Removing previous cc file: $fname"
fi
rm -f $fname
fi
if [[ $1 != 'd' ]] then
ln -s /tmp/krb5cc_${ppid}_${pid} /tmp/krb5cc_${uid} 2>/dev/null
else
ln -s /tmp/krb5cc_${ppid}_${pid} /tmp/krb5cc_${uid}
fi
else
if [[ $1 = 'd' ]] then
print "KRB5CCNAME not set"
fi
fi

2. Call the script created in step 1 from the .profile file.
3. Execute the unsetKRB5CCNAME command in the.profile file. So, the subsequent

Kerberos calls from the user session use the default file path, /tmp/krb5cc_{uid}, for
the system Kerberos credentials cache.

• Checking user specific rights to a file
CIFS Client does not have any provision for checking user specific rights to a file. CIFS Client,
Server and cifsclientd registers itself as a NFS server running on the local HP-UX system. So
for local HP-UX system, CIFS Client mounted shares acts as NFS mounts and HP-UX sends NFS
Client commands to the CIFS Client mounts.
Moreover, CIFS Client is really not a NFS Server, but it is a partial mapping between CIFS
and NFS. CIFS Client depends on SMB protocol so it doesn't have capabilities to provide
user specific access rights.
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For PAM NTLM
The passwd(1) program may not return any message (Success or Failure) in some cases. For
example, if the user tries to change his password when the "user cannot change password" option
is set on the NT server, the passwd command does not return a message. In such cases, check
the return value of the passwd command (passwd returns zero for success) and the syslog file
(/var/adm/syslog/syslog.log).
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6 Product documentation
For more information about HP CIFS Client, see the following documents at http://hp.com/go/
hpux-CIFS-docs.
• HP CIFS Client Administrator Guide.

• HP CIFS Client Release Notes.

Software availability in native languages
The CIFS Client is designed to work with a multitude of native languages: most character-sets used
in modern languages in Europe, the middle East, the Americas and Asia are supported. The
character-set displayed on the CIFS Client console is configured with the parameter
clientCharMapFile, which selects any one of the many character mapping files provided with
the product. Character translations for communications with CIFS Servers can be done either in
Unicode or through the configuration parameter serverCharMapFile, which also is used to
select a character mapping file. Use of Unicode is turned on and off with the useUnicode
parameter. More details are provided in the CIFS Client manual as well as in comments in the
configuration file itself (/etc/opt/cifsclient/cifsclient.cfg).
An index, which enumerates the character encoding implemented in each map file, is located in
the file /etc/opt/cifsclient/unitables/README, and is reproduced below. In general,
files that are described as performing "DOS codepage" or "NEXTSTEP" conversions are used for
communications with servers, while files referring to "ISO" or "JIS" are used for converting characters
to the locale configured on the local HP-UX CIFS Client. Note that this discussion assumes that the
locale for which you want to customize the CIFS Client is available as well for the HP-UX desktop.
Here are the descriptions of the character map files:
unimap8859-1.cfg    conversion to ISO "Western European" character set
unimap8859-2.cfg    conversion to ISO "Eastern European" character set
unimap8859-3.cfg    conversion to ISO "Other Latin Languages" character set
unimap8859-4.cfg    conversion to ISO "Northern European" character set
unimap8859-5.cfg    conversion to ISO Latin/Cyrillic character set
unimap8859-6.cfg    conversion to ISO Latin/Arabic character set
unimap8859-7.cfg    conversion to ISO Latin/Greek character set
unimap8859-8.cfg    conversion to ISO Latin/Hebrew character set
unimap8859-9.cfg    conversion to ISO Latin/Turkish character set
unimap8859-15.cfg   Similar to ISO 8859-1; includes the "Euro" currency symbol
unimapBig5.cfg      conversion to Big5 (Asian) character set (16 bit)
unimapCP437.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 437 (Latin US) character set
unimapCP737.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 737 (Greek) character set
unimapCP775.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 775 (Baltic Rim) character set
unimapCP850.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 850 (DOS Latin 1) character set
unimapCP852.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 852 (DOS Latin 2) character set
unimapCP855.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 855 (Cyrillic) character set
unimapCP857.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 857 (Turkish) character set
unimapCP860.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 860 (Portuguese) character set
unimapCP861.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 861 (Icelandic) character set
unimapCP862.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 862 (Hebrew) character set
unimapCP863.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 863 (CanadaF) character set
unimapCP864.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 864 (Arabic) character set
unimapCP865.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 865 (Nordic) character set
unimapCP866.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 866 (Cyrillic Russian) char set
unimapCP869.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 869 (Greek 2) character set
unimapCP874.cfg     conversion to DOS codepage 874 (Thai) character set
unimapNeXT.cfg      conversion to NEXTSTEP character set
unimapJIS.cfg       conversion to JIS208 and JIS212 Kanji char sets (16 bit)
unimapJIS201.cfg    conversion to JIS201 Kanji character set (8 bit)
unimap-eucJP.cfg    conversion to eucJP-ms JIS X 0201 and JIS X 0208 (Japanese)
                    EUC) character set
unimapShiftJIS.cfg  conversion to ShiftJIS Kanji character set (8/16 bit)
unimapShiftJIS-std.cfg  conversion to ShiftJIS Kanji character set (8/16 bit)
                    (This version is straight after the standards but probably
                    not usable because of the backslash mapping). See the
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                    remarks in unimapShiftJIS.cfg for an explanation.
unimap-eucKR.cfg conversion to eucKR Korean character set
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7 Documentation feedback
HP is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help us improve the
documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation Feedback
(docsfeedback@hp.com). Include the document title and part number, version number, or the URL
when submitting your feedback.

Support policy for HP-UX
For more information about support policy for HP-UX, see HP-UX support policy.
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